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Abstract 

Telomeres, the ends of linear chromosomes, consist of repetitive DNA sequences bound by 

the shelterin protein complex. Cancer cells need to extend these telomere repeats for an 

unlimited proliferation potential, either by reactivating the reverse transcriptase telomerase 

or by using the alternative lengthening of telomeres (ALT) pathway. The different telomere 

maintenance (TM) mechanisms are likely to involve hundreds of genes but their telomere 

repeat length related activities are only partly understood. Currently, a database that 

integrates information on TM relevant genes is missing. To provide a reference for studies 

that dissect TM features, we here introduce the TelNet database available via the 

http://www.cancertelsys.org/telnet link. It offers a comprehensive compilation of more than 

1,900 human and over 1,100 yeast genes linked to telomere maintenance. The genes 

compiled in TelNet were annotated in terms of TM mechanism (telomerase or ALT), TM 

specific functions, validation of significance for TM including a calculated TelNet significance 

score, homology assignment between different organisms, and information from the 

literature. Different search modes to display the results are available that display TM 

information on a gene card, via a gene list view or as a statistics page of a TM pathway 

analysis. Thus, TelNet can be integrated into the annotation of genes identified from 

bioinformatic analysis pipelines to determine possible connections with TM networks. We 

anticipate that TelNet will be a helpful resource for researchers that study TM processes.  

 

Database URL: http://www.cancertelsys.org/telnet 
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Introduction 

Telomeres, the ends of linear chromosomes, consist of repetitive DNA sequences bound by 

the shelterin protein complex (1,2). This protein assembly protects the DNA ends from 

degradation and accidental recognition as DNA double-strand breaks (3-5). The progressive 

shortening of the telomere repeat sequences that accompanies normal replication limits the 

number of cell divisions. Thus, it needs to be circumvented by cancer cells in order to obtain 

the ability of unlimited proliferation. This is accomplished by activation of a telomere 

maintenance (TM) mechanism. It involves either the reactivation of the reverse transcriptase 

telomerase (6), which is normally repressed in somatic cells, or activation of the alternative 

lengthening of telomeres (ALT) pathway (7). For ALT in human cancer cells, it is known that 

DNA damage response, recombination and repair machineries play important roles but 

details on the mechanism remain elusive (8-11).  

From recent studies, it is emerging that TM is a complex process that involves hundreds of 

different genes. Recent screening studies have revealed proteins that are located at 

telomere repeats (12,13) or in close proximity to a shelterin component (14). Several factors 

have been shown to regulate transcription and functional activity of the ribonucleoprotein 

telomerase (15,16). A characteristic feature of ALT is the presence ALT-associated PML 

nuclear bodies (APBs), which are complexes of PML nuclear bodies with telomeres that are 

associated with a variety of proteins (17-20). Furthermore, investigations of deregulating 

effects upon telomere shortening have related proteins to telomere crisis (21).  

A well-studied model organism for telomere biology is the budding yeast Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae (22). Several independent deletion screens with subsequent telomere length 

analysis have identified a comprehensive list of yeast genes involved in telomere length 

regulation (23-25). Since telomere structure and function are highly conserved between 

organisms, mammalian homologues exist for most of the genes identified in the various 

yeast screens. Thus, it can be informative to relate TM phenotypes found in yeast to human 

homologues (26). In S. cerevisiae, telomerase is constitutively active and its deletion leads 

to cellular senescence (27). Survivor cells that overcome cellular senescence use a 

mechanism based on homologous recombination for telomere elongation (28). Interestingly, 

similar to ALT in human cells, so-called type II survivors are characterized by heterogeneous 

telomere lengths (29,30).  

Currently, the following databases have been published that provide some telomere-relevant 

information: The TeloPIN database (Telomeric Proteins Interaction Network, 

http://songyanglab.sysu.edu.cn/telopin/index.php) is a collection of interaction data in human 

and mouse cells from scientific literature and GEO database. It includes interactions 

between shelterin compounds and other proteins identified from protein-protein interactions 
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and protein interactions of the non-coding telomeric repeat-containing RNA (TERRA) (31). It 

also provides information on the methods used to identify the respective interaction. The 

Telomerase database (http://telomerase.asu.edu/overview.html) is a web-based tool for the 

study of structure, function, and evolution of the telomerase ribonucleoprotein (32). The 

objective of this database is to provide a comprehensive compilation of information on the 

telomerase enzyme and its DNA substrate. The collection of information includes 

sequences, alignments, secondary and tertiary structures, mutations known to cause human 

telomerase-deficiency diseases, and current telomerase researchers. The previously 

published TeCK database (http://www.bioinfosastra.com/services/teck/index.html) is a 

collection of telomeric and centromeric sequences as well as telomerase, centromere and 

kinetochore binding proteins This database appears to be no longer available (33). The 

MiCroKiTS (Midbody, Centrosome, Kinetochore, Telomere and Spindle) database focuses 

on information about proteins relevant for the molecular mechanisms during cell division and 

also includes telomere proteins (34). It contains information on the cellular localization of 

proteins in the course of cell cycle progression (http://microkit.biocuckoo.org). 

All the above-mentioned databases cover telomere-related information but lack an 

annotation to the TM mechanism. Accordingly, we here introduce a compilation of 

information on telomere maintenance relevant genes via the TelNet database. TelNet 

comprises more than 1,900 human and over 1,100 yeast genes that are involved in TM 

pathways. The annotation of these genes includes the classification of telomere 

maintenance mechanisms along with a significance score as well as TM specific functions 

and homology assignments between different organisms. Furthermore, links to the 

respective literature sources are given. Thus, TelNet provides an integrative platform for 

dissecting TM networks and elucidating the alternative lengthening of telomeres pathway. 
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Construction and user interface 

Database development and implementation 

The TelNet database was constructed using Filemaker Pro Advanced version 13. It is 

available at http://www.cancertelsys.org/telnet and is distributed via Filemaker server version 

15. It runs via the Filemaker webdirect software within a browser without the need to install 

additional software. The TelNet webpage provides general information about TelNet and the 

construction of the database as well instructions on how to use it. Links to other databases 

and contact information are provided. Currently, users can log into the TelNet database via 

selecting the guest account (no password needed).  

 

TelNet user interface 

On the front layout of TelNet an overview on the gene compilation for the two organisms 

H. sapiens and S. cerevisiae is presented (Fig. 1). Here, the total number of genes as well 

as their classification according to their TM significance is listed. The user can select either 

human or yeast genes (Fig. 2). A card view shows all information for an individual gene and 

scrollable list view displays selected information. The navigation menu can be found on the 

top left. Each gene was annotated in terms of general information from external databases 

and TM information from peer-reviewed literature. A short explanation of each annotation 

field is given by clicking on the corresponding button. The general part comprises the gene 

symbol, full name, synonyms, and the cellular function. Frequently used gene, transcript and 

protein identifiers were selected for each individual organism and are linked to the respective 

webpage. In the TM part, we provided information on the TM specific function of the selected 

gene and its role in TM mechanisms (Fig. 3). Genes were categorized according to their TM 

significance and the TelNet score is automatically calculated from provided information. 

Database entries from different organisms are connected via database hyperlinks. Literature 

information is linked for every single gene. Three different search modes enable convenient 

exploration of the TelNet database (Fig. 2). For a quick search throughout all fields a 

keyword can be entered into the search bar. If a user wishes to constrain the found set to a 

gene name, the ‘Find gene’ button can be pressed. By performing an advanced search, the 

user can enter specific search terms in corresponding fields. Furthermore, a complete list of 

gene identifiers can also be passed into the list search. The organism and identifier provided 

are mandatory to perform a list search. Genes found are then listed and can be selected to 

be included for further analysis. For a gene result list a database statistics page can be 

displayed that describes the performed search and gives a graphical overview over the 

distributions of various TelNet annotations. These results can be exported as a tab 

separated file for further analysis. 
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Compilation and annotation of human and yeast TM genes 

To compile an initial set of TM relevant genes, we selected screening studies on genes or 

proteins that play a role in telomere biology (Table 1): (i) Proteins that bind to a telomere 

probe in an ALT- and a telomerase-positive cell line (12). (ii) Telomere proteins from the 

analysis of telomeric chromatin from telomerase-positive cells (13). (iii) Proteins binding in 

close proximity to at least one of the shelterin components (14). (iv) Proteins that affect ALT-

associated promyelocytic leukemia (PML) nuclear bodies (20,35). (v) Deregulated proteins 

linked to telomere shortening caused by the telomerase inhibitor GRN163 (Geron) (21). 

(vi) Genes identified from a comparison of different published telomerase activity signatures 

derived from gene expression data used to predict telomerase activity (36). (vii) Potential 

telomerase regulators identified from a kinase library by a quantitative telomeric repeat 

amplification protocol (15). (viii) Telomerase regulators that act on the transcriptional level as 

reviewed recently (16). (ix) A gene set with potential relevance to telomeres and the ALT 

pathway (37). 

The assignment of TM significance was as follows: Genes with a suggested role in telomere 

maintenance but lacking experimentally validation were ranked as ‘predicted’. The genes 

collected from the above-mentioned screening or review sources were classified as 

‘screened’. Proteins with detailed experimental evidence for a connection to telomere 

maintenance were assigned as ‘validated’. 

In budding yeast, deletion screens were performed that have directly evaluated if a given 

gene was linked to alterations in telomere length (23-25). Furthermore, telomere structures 

in post-senescent survivors of telomere-length-maintenance gene mutants have been 

investigated after telomerase knockout (38). Based on this analysis, human orthologues 

were included in the TelNet database as 'predicted', if a yeast gene’s TM significance was 

categorized as ‘screened’ or ‘validated’. Likewise, also yeast genes were included in cases 

where the respective human orthologue shows a TM significance higher than ‘predicted’. 

Moreover, all human and yeast genes with a GO annotation containing the term ‘telo’ (39) 

were included into the TelNet database. Finally, also transcription factors of telomerase were 

retrieved from Yeastract (40). In this manner, we compiled an initial list of human and yeast 

genes that was further curated and annotated manually. 

 

General information from external databases 

For a standardized nomenclature (41), we converted gene identifiers by the ID converter 

system from DAVID Bioinformatics Resources (https://david.ncifcrf.gov/) (42) or the BioMart 

tool from Ensembl (43). For each species, we individually selected identifiers that are 
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frequently used: Entrez Gene ID, Hugo Gene ID, Ensembl Gene ID, Locus tag, Refseq IDs 

and UniProt ID, and retrieved the information from Ensembl (44,45). To account for 

organism-specific differences such as the lack of splicing and therefore isoforms in yeast or 

the absence of locus tags in human, the identifiers were selected differentially for each 

species. General gene information was retrieved from designated external databases and 

repositories, such as the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI, 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) (46), HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee (HGNC, 

http://www.genenames.org) (47), Ensembl (http://www.ensembl.org/index.html) (44,45), and 

the Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD, http://www.yeastgenome.org) (48). The 

approved gene symbol, full name, and synonyms were also assigned from NCBI. UniProt 

(49) and Yeastmine (50) were consulted for the description of the cellular function in human 

and yeast, respectively. Moreover, we used YeastMine for the assignment of homologues. 

Based on the functional annotations from Gene Ontology (GO, http://www.geneontology.org) 

(39) and in line with biocuration guidelines (51) we generated a reasonable list of cellular 

functions similar to curation procedures at SGD (52). Every gene was manually annotated 

with the respective term that is most representative for its cellular function. In summary, 

general information for every single gene entry is applied from a variety of external 

databases. 

 

Telomere maintenance annotation with literature information and scoring 

Genes were further annotated with TM information from peer-reviewed literature for 

functional categorizing. The ‘TM annotation’ distinguishes how a gene is associated with the 

TM mechanism (telomerase or alternative lengthening of telomeres (ALT) pathway). 

Possible ways of association are ‘repressing’, ‘promoting’, or ‘conflicting’, with the latter 

describing cases where it was unclear if a gene has a repressing or promoting activity. The 

combination of assignments results in a dynamically determined predicted TM mechanism 

that is either ‘ALT’, ‘Telomerase-positive’ or ‘ambiguous’. The attribute of ‘ambiguous’ 

contains genes lacking any information on TM mechanism as well as genes with conflicting 

associations. For yeast genes, an additional classification for a role in survivor formation was 

annotated. We next assembled a list of ‘TM functions’ that comprises molecular functions as 

well as cellular processes and structures with regard to TM (Fig. 2). Up to five TM functions 

can be annotated according to the available information for the gene of interest. A knock-out 

or knock-down phenotype related to TM features such as alterations in telomere length, 

increased or decreased ALT hallmarks, or effects on telomerase was described as free-text 

in the field ‘TM phenotype’. All information from the literature were integratively summarized 

in the field called ‘TM comment’.  
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To quantify the significance of a given gene for TM we introduced the TelNet score that is 

automatically calculated from information entered into the TelNet database. Table 2 displays 

the scoring according to criteria like ‘telomere biology’ as a cellular function term, number 

and relevance of assigned TM functions, and the amount of experimental data associated 

with the TM function of a given gene. The resulting TelNet scores were rounded to integral 

numbers leading to a number from 1 to 23. Under ‘statistics’, a histogram for a given gene 

result set is automatically computed, providing the user with an overview on the TelNet 

score. Thus, genes were annotated with telomere relevant information extracted from peer-

reviewed literature and TM significance can be assessed from the TelNet score. 

 

TM pathway statistics of a gene result set 

We implemented three main ways to search the TelNet database (Fig. 3). (i) The ‘quick 

search’ consults all database fields, whereas ‘find gene’ constrains the find to identifier and 

name fields. (ii) The ‘advanced search’ conducted with a TM function or predicted TMM for 

instance compiles a found set of genes for further analysis and TM network identification. 

(iii) A list of genes can be correlated with TelNet genes by using the ‘list search’ function. A 

given result set of genes is summarized on the statistics page, which can be found in the 

navigation menu. The statistics page consists of a summary of the performed search, a 

histogram of the TelNet score, and distribution of TM significance. Histograms displaying the 

TM annotation, and predicted TMM as well as cellular and TM functions are in the style of a 

conventional pathway analysis. These data can be exported as a tab separated file.  

In order to further illustrate the use of our database, we correlated the TelNet genes with two 

gene lists from a current study on telomere length associations (36). In the latter study, 

reactome gene expression pathway analysis of the top 500 genes revealed an 

immunoreactive signature for genes associated with long telomeres (LT) and a proliferative 

signature for genes correlating with a short telomere (ST) phenotype. As concluded by the 

authors these findings could indicate differences in telomere maintenance. A TelNet list 

search with these two published gene lists revealed a number of genes that were in our 

database (Fig. 4A and B). Furthermore, TelNet statistics can be employed for a more 

detailed pathway analysis regarding telomere functions as well as indications for an 

associated telomere maintenance mechanism. This allows a further analysis of a gene result 

set, for example from a differential gene expression study or gene insertions/mutations, 

similar to existing pathway analyses. Thus, compilation of a result set can be achieved by 

three different ways of search with the integrated TM information being displayed on the 

statistics page together with the TM pathway analysis. 
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Discussion 

The TelNet database was developed to provide a comprehensive collection of TM relevant 

genes. It is an ongoing research project and we will add new information on telomere 

maintenance to already existing gene entries or generate new entries as necessary. In 

addition, an extension of TelNet is planned to include also genes from other organisms such 

as M. musculus. We encourage other researchers working on telomeres to communicate 

their feedback to the curators to keep the information in the database accurate, current, and 

relevant via e-mail to telnet@dkfz.de. The annotations provided by TelNet allow the 

distinction between different types of TM mechanisms for a gene (set) of interest according 

to functional terms and a significance ranking. With these features TelNet supports the 

identification of TM networks in various ways. A gene set derived from a preceding 

bioinformatics analysis pipelines can be used for a TelNet list search to get more detailed 

insight on the corresponding TM associated genes. Possible TM links can be explored in an 

iterative manner. For example, current pan-cancer studies provide a wealth of information on 

mutated or deregulated genes that can be evaluated in terms of the associated TM 

mechanism (36). Some associations like mutations in ATRX and DAXX for ALT as well as 

TERT promoter mutations for telomerase-positive cells are well established. However, in 

many tumor samples mutations in these loci are absent. One would expect that for these 

cases the mutation status of a given cancer sample and its active TM are linked via other 

genes that might involve a combination of various factors. We anticipate that TelNet will 

prove to be a helpful analysis tool for revealing this type of correlations and to support the 

identification of active TM networks in different tumor entities.  
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Table 1. Screening studies included in TelNet for identification of TM genes 
 

Method Organism / 
cell line  

# genes or 
proteins Ref. 

Proteomics of isolated chromatin segments (PICh) 
human / Wi38-
VA13 and HeLa 
1.2.11 

296 (12) 

Quantitative telomeric chromatin isolation protocol 
(QTIP) human / HeLa 34 (13) 

Protein complementation assay (PCA/bimolecular 
fluorescent complementation (BiFC)) of shelterin 
compounds and ~12.000 candidate genes; GST-
pulldown of FLAG-tagged genes 

human / HTC75 339 (14) 

siRNA mediated knockdown; APB formation human / U2OS 29 (20,35) 
Proteomic analysis of deregulated genes upon 
telomere shortening caused by the telomerase 
inhibitor GRN163 

human / SK-N-
MC 99 (21) 

QTRAP: kinase library screen human / HeLa 109 (15) 
Telomerase regulators that act on transcriptional level human / various 53 (16) 
Gene set with potential relevance to telomeres and the 
ALT pathway human / various 297 (37) 

Telomerase activity signature human 43 (36) 
GO annotation containing the term ‘telo’ human 245 (39) 
Haploid deletion screen, telomere length yeast 166 (23) 
Telomere length-variation screen in deletion strains yeast 138 (24) 
Screen of DAmP collection yeast 77 (25) 
Telomerase null screen of yeast mutants yeast 270 (38) 
Telomerase regulators yeast 35 (40) 
GO annotation containing the term ‘telo’ yeast 192 (39) 

 
Selected screening studies and other sources with information on TM genes are shown. The 
method used for the respective investigation as well as the organism and if available the 
human cell line is indicated. Also, the number of genes, added from the given literature 
source is listed. 
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Table 2. Calculation of the TelNet score  
 
Condition Score  
If a gene is included in the TelNet database 1 point 
If the TM significance is 'validated' 5 points 
If the protein/ gene has been identified in a screen. If it has been found in several 
screens, 1 point per screen is assigned. 1 point 

If the TM significance is 'predicted'. Here, 1/10 of the homologs TelNet Score is 
added. 0-2 points 

If the cellular function contains the term 'telomere' 3 points 
For each TM function 1 point 
If the TM function contains the terms ‘telomere’, ‘telomerase’, ‘telomeric repeat’, 
‘TERRA’, or ‘APB’ 1 point 

 
The computation of the TelNet score is shown. The TelNet score is calculated as a sum of 
information that was entered into the TelNet database. In particular, TM significance and TM 
functions are employed for calculation.  
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Figure 1. Data sources of TM genes for TelNet 

Selected screening studies and other references that serve as sources for TM genes are 

indicated. In total over 1,900 human genes and more than 1,100 yeast genes were included 

in the TelNet database. More than 600 human and yeast genes were added to the gene list 

of the other organism, respectively, based on homology assignments. 
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Figure 2. Typical TelNet workflow 

Top: On the start page, the organism is selected. Middle: Three different kinds of search 

tools, namely quick search, list search and advanced search, are available to retrieve a set 

of genes. Bottom: The resulting genes can be displayed as a scrollable list or as a series of 

single gene cards. An overview of the associated TM annotations is obtained from the 

statistics page.  

Select Organism

Results display

Quick search / Gene search List search Advanced search

Card viewList view Statistics

H. Sapiens (human) S. Cerevisiae (yeast)

Search
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Figure 3. Gene card view of the telomere maintenance information 

Possible entry terms are listed in the respective annotation field for TM significance 

associated with the TelNet score, TM comment, details on the regulation of TM (‘TMM 

annotation’), TM functions, and TM phenotype. 

 

  

TM functions 
ALT associated PML nuclear bodies (APBs) 
Chromatid cohesion
Chromatin remodeling 
Chromatin structure 
DNA methylation 
DNA recombination 
DNA repair /  damage response 
DNA replication 
Extrachromosomal telomeric repeat formation
Gene regulation 
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Protein degradation 
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Figure 4. Statistics page for analysis of a gene list 

Two gene lists associated with long or short telomeres were obtain from a study on telomere 

length associations (36). The top 500 genes of each group were submitted to TelNet to 

obtain statistics and histograms for the TelNet Score, the TM significance, the TMM 

annotation, predicted TMM, cellular functions, as well as TM functions. (A) Long telomere 

gene set that resulted in 33 TelNet hits for which the statistics page is displayed. (B) Same 

as panel A but for the short telomere gene list that yielded 76 hits.  
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